
Integrated Wireless Mini Scoreboard

Integrated 2.4GHz wireless
Integrated 2.4GHz wireless technology offers a well-designed and highly effective combination of channels, network 
IDs and modules to give you customizable options without the risk of wireless interference, allowing multiple games to 
operate in close range.

Features
l High visibility LED digits     l Indoor or outdoor use
l Lightweight and portable     l Viewing distance of at least 50m
l Includes handle for easy portability   l Displays data received from wireless controller
l Available with or without batteries   l Flexible mounting options

Options
l External horn kit      l Short legs
l Wallmount kit      l 3’ pipe stand
l Wheeled scoreboard caddy

Add on a pair of Deck Clocks to display shot and game
time.  Each deck clock features an integrated horn, which
produces separate shot and game tones.  The deck clock
can be used as a pace/time of day clock when not being
used for competition.

The system is designed for completely wireless operation.
Water Polo customers can also run with the System 6 and 
wireless scoreboard adapter (WA-2), or wired with on-deck
cabling.
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The Colorado Integrated Wireless Mini Scoreboard is 
a great water polo scoreboard solution, or any sport 
needing to display period/shot, game time, and home/
guest scores.

Durability
Each scoreboard is enclosed in a rugged 
powder-coated aluminum enclosure, and all digits and 
circuit boards are conformal coated to protect against 
corrosion.  The high gain flush mount patch antenna is 
mounted internally and protected by the Lexan cover 
to prevent breakage by errant balls and/or weather.



Product Specifications

Controllers
Basic information can be controlled with the wireless handheld controller (WHC-1) or the wireless tabletop 
controller (WTTC-1).  The tabletop controller is required to adjust the LED intensity up or down, and is 
recommended for indoor users, or users that switch between indoor and outdoor use.

Each controller features an operating distance up to 1,000 ft, buttons with tactile dome feedback, and large 
transflective LCD screens that are easily readable in all environments from darkness to bright sunlight.

The scoreboard can also be used with the System 6 timing console and a wireless scoreboard adapter, or on-
deck cabling.

Specifications:

Part#:  WP-1700 (includes batteries
Overall dimensions (H x W x D):
  13.75” x 48” x 4” (34.9cm x 121.9cm x 10.2cm)
Weight: 29 lbs (13.2 kg)
Digit size: 5” (12.7cm)
Power:  100-240V, 2A 50/60Hz

Part#  WP-1701 (no batteries)
Overall dimensions (H x W x D):
  13.75” x 48” x 4” (34.9cm x 121.9cm x 10.2cm)
Weight: 15 lbs (6.8 kg)
Digit size: 5” (12.7cm)
Power:  100-240V, 2A 50/60Hz
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